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Introduction
	Alfvén Cascade modes have single dominant poloidal harmonic and are localized to low shear region near qmin.
	Mode dispersion relation is simple, at low :

 = k|| Valfvén, where k|| = (m-nqmin)/qminR
	At higher , the coupling to the geodesic Acoustic mode becomes important, and the dispersion relation becomes:

	At high enough , the onset (GAM) frequency enters the TAE gap and AC modes are not seen






Frequency sweeping modes at low density on NSTX have been identified as Alfvén Cascades
	Shots had exceptionally low density, ≈ 1013/cm3 on axis, also meant very low .
	Mode frequency sweeps upwards, saturates near TAE frequency (blue curve), mode onsets near Geodesic Acoustic mode frequency, red curve.
	Progression of toroidal mode numbers consistent with Alfvén Cascades (2, 2+1, 3, 2, 3, 4) including "grand" Cascade around 180 ms at qmin = 2 crossing.
	Total  in these shots was less than ≈ 3%

	Observations support recent theoretical models suggesting AC modes couple to Geodesic Acoustic modes.
	Alfvén Cascade modes should be absent in all but the lowest  regimes for ST's

e(0.25s) ≈ 1.2%
*






Range of frequency sweep decreases at higher density, 
	The TAE frequency drops, but the onset frequency remained roughly constant (when corrected for the Doppler shift).
	Above e ≈ 17%/qmin2, the onset frequency and TAE frequency  should overlap.
	At intermediate , the modes are also present during the downward chirping phase
	Plasma rotation introduces significant shift in mode frequency, compensated frequencies are shown in Fig. b) by correcting for Doppler shift at qmin radius.
	Solid black line is the Geodesic Acoustic Mode frequency - the expected onset frequency for ACs

	In subsequent shots the density was increased (here ≈ 3x1013/cm3 at 0.3s), which resulted in higher  (≈ 8%)

e(0.25s) ≈ 5%
*






At higher density, , frequency sweeps are absent
	TAE modes appear, disappear and re-appear at different frequencies.
	As qmin drops, poloidal harmonic content of TAE also changes.
	Also suggests that TAE are more stable when qmin is near rational.
	Rotation frequency of order mode frequency confuses interpretation of data

	TAE give way to fishbone-like energetic particle modes - probably as qmin approaches one

e(0.25s) ≈ 7%
*



Frequency chirp reveals evolution of qmin
	Evolution of qmin is deduced from simple Cascade Mode dispersion relation,  = k||VA

	Assumption of sequence of poloidal mode numbers results in reasonable prediction of qmin evolution for these shots.
	As Cascade Frequency enters TAE gap, frequency sweep saturates, and modes convert to TAE.

*







Similar qmin evolution inferred in higher  shot 
	Dispersion relation slightly more complicated at higher ; for simplicity, new Cascade is defined at right.
	Assumption of sequence of poloidal mode numbers results in reasonable prediction of qmin evolution for higher density shots also.
	Bars below the data show time range assumed for dominant poloidal mode numbers, m.
	MSE-constrained q-profile was obtained after ≈0.26 s in a shot where  exceeded critical  for Cascades (no AC), and evolution is in reasonable agreement.

*







3 channel reflectometer data localizes modes to qmin region
	The q(R) profile is measured with MSE in a similar shot shows qmin ≈ 1.25m.
	The mode amplitude from three quadrature reflectometer channels shows mode localized near qmin. 
	The polarization of the mode magnetic fluctuation as measured at the vacuum vessel wall matches the field line pitch near qmin; this method of localizing modes is relatively new, and result may be coincidental.

*
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Experiments were repeated to get MSE data for q-profile evolution
	Alfvén Cascades now show clear downward frequency sweep.
	Both n = 2 and 3 downward sweep minima at about 325 ms suggest "Grand Cascade", or qmin = 1 crossing.
	After AC frequency peaks and begins downward sweep, TAE appear, again suggesting TAE least stable between rational qmin's.
	Cyan curve shows approximate TAE-gap center frequency at qmin.
	Magenta curve show approximate Geodesic Acoustic Mode frequency.

*



qmin evolution deduced from MSE data similar for all shots
	Multiple black lines show qmin evolution from sequence of 9 shots with various timings for sources A and C.
	Overlaid colored circles are qmin inferred from the AC modes on page 8.
	AC modes before 200 ms were not clear, and analysis is very uncertain, but n=1 mode after ≈120 ms could indicate qmin = 3 crossing, in agreement with MSE data.

*



More tangential source gives stronger chirping
	Source A (for MSE) substituted for source C before 200 ms.
	Chirping obscures or suppresses Alfvén Cascades.
	AC modes appear afterward.
	Downward sweep not evident, but GAMs possibly still visible 310 to 340 ms.
	Evolution of q profile documented over many shots by changing timing of source A and source C injection.

*



Alfvén cascades have similar timing, qmin evolution is similar
	The qmin is slightly lower than measured with MSE, but more consistent with onset of n = 1 fishbone-like energetic particle modes.
	Alfvén Cascade modes only give qmin evolution during frequency sweeping phase, when frequency saturates in TAE gap, inferred qmin saturates also.




Summary of results
	Alfvén Cascade modes are found only in very low  plasmas (obtained at low density) on NSTX.
	Modes localized near qmin as predicted.
	Range of frequency sweep is reduced as  is raised, in agreement with theory.
	MSE data obtained contemporaneously with modes agrees with qmin deduced from mode frequency sweeps.
	Theory posits the coupling of Geodesic Acoustic modes with the Alfvén Cascades.
	As b is increased, the ratio of the TAE frequency to the GAM frequency approaches unity, i.e., no range for AC frequency sweep.
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